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Market movers today




Donald Trump’s speech to Congress today will be monitored closely, as a few weeks ago he
promised that he would announce ‘something phenomenal in terms of tax’. His speech has
potential ramifications across both rates, FX and commodity markets.
In the Scandies, we will see Danish Q4 preliminary GDP growth today. In mid-February,
Statistics Denmark’s GDP indicator showed healthy growth of 0.4% q/q. Swedish Q4 GDP
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data is also on the calendar for today. We estimate an outcome around or a little above 2%
y/y in calendar-adjusted terms.

Selected market news
Overnight, industrial production figures in Japan were published. In January, industrial
production fell 0.8% m/m, while consensus was for it to grow 0.4% m/m. That ends a five-month
streak of increases. Although one should not over interpret one observation, it does point to slow
growing evidence that the global industrial cycle could be nearing a peak.
Yesterday, US President Trump said he would talk about his budget in his address to congress
later today. Earlier he has said he would announce something spectacular in terms of taxes. In a
series of tweets he hinted further that he would also address the issue of public infrastructure
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spending. His speech today could potentially have implications across markets. A big
announcement on fiscal policy could refuel the reflation theme, which has lost a bit of

 FX Forecast Update

momentum recently. If that includes spending on infrastructure, it is likely to have ramifications
for base metal prices. Finally, if he mentions a border adjustment tax it would have implications

 Weekly Focus

for USD. Markets are likely to be hesitant ahead of the speech tonight.
There has been some speculation over whether Scotland would be allowed a second referendum
on independence following a UK withdrawal of EU membership. Yesterday, UK Prime Minister
Theresa May was clear there should be no second referendum. Nevertheless, the renewed
speculation of an independence vote weighed on GBP yesterday.
Iran expressed some satisfaction with overall OPEC compliance to cuts implemented from 1
January. Furthermore, Iran said it is too soon to talk about extending a deal to cut oil output in
the second half this year. Iran thus seems to join the apparent consensus within OPEC, hesitant
over the prospect of extending output cuts another six months.
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Scandi markets
In Denmark, Q4 preliminary GDP growth is due to be published today. In mid-February,
Statistics Denmark’s GDP indicator showed healthy growth of 0.4% q/q, suggesting
improvements in both private consumption and exports. Swedish Q4 GDP data is also on the
calendar for today. We estimate an outcome around or a little above 2% y/y in calendar-adjusted
terms (implying, in the absence of revisions, slightly above 0.5% q/q seasonally and workingday adjusted). At the same time, we are also due to receive PPI data, trade balance statistics and
retail sales numbers (all pertaining to January).

Fixed income markets
Today, the market will be looking forward to the Trump speech tonight and whether it contains
any news on the long-awaited tax reform. If the market gets what it is looking for it could fuel
further March Fed hike expectations, which were upped somewhat last night and are now close
to 50/50. In respect of the ongoing Fed discussion, the market will also be eagerly awaiting the
core PCE data tomorrow and Janet Yellen’s speech on Friday.
The sell-off in the US fixed income market was fuelled by a better mood in the EGB market,
which saw some relief for the periphery markets including France as the latest polls showed a
gain for Emmanuel Macron and as the risk of an Italian snap election seems to be fading.
Today, the busy supply week continues in the EGB market as the German Finanzagentur will
launch its new Mar-2019 Schatz. The market will scrutinise the auction to see if demand is still
strong with the Dec-2018 Schatz trading at -0.95% and as safe-haven buying seems to be abating
slightly. Remember, however, the short end of Germany is still seeing strong support from ECB
buying below depo, positive supply outlook (strong German budget) and collateral demand in
general.
Finally, we might also see some month-end buying, which should be supportive for especially
Germany and Finland.
In Scandinavia, focus turns to Swedish GDP and foreign portfolio and securities statistics in
Denmark. The latter can give us insight into whether the strong foreign demand for Danish
mortgage bonds seen last year continued in January. For more, see Scandi Markets Ahead, 26
February 2017. In Norway, Norges Bank yesterday announced it will tap NOK4bn in the new
10Y bond tomorrow. We will also keep an eye on the annual report from the Norwegian oil fund
(NBIM), as we might get news on how fast and when the new higher equity share (and lower
bond share) will be completed.

FX markets
In the majors, the market is likely be in wait-and-see mode before Trump’s speech tonight. The
speech is likely influence the Fed’s decision for the March and May meetings and set the tone
for the USD in the coming months. Trump has promised previously to reveal some details on
his tax policies. However, yesterday he signalled that his administration cannot do a tax plan
without knowing healthcare costs, indicating that tax reforms not are imminent. EUR/USD
bounced on the comments from Trump yesterday, but the cross quickly erased the gains. In the
Scandies, EUR/SEK and NOK/SEK continued higher last night, probably driven by stops
cleared in EUR/SEK around the 9.5730 level. Throughout February, we have argued that the
move lower in EUR/SEK fundamentally (and technically) seemed overdone (for example, see
here). The dovish Riksbank message at the February meeting, another disappointing inflation
print together with the (still) benign wage negotiation outlook are likely to have been the
catalysts for the latest correction. Going forward, we remain SEK bulls and look to sell
EUR/SEK on rallies. However, note that we have a below-consensus estimate of 0.6% q/q
(versus 0.8%) for the Swedish Q4 GDP print today, which could yet be another near-term SEK
headwind. Lacking local drivers, EUR/NOK remains caught in the 8.80-8.95 range. The latest
move lower in EUR/SEK has sent NOK/SEK spiking above technical important levels, but we
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do not regard a EUR/NOK break below 8.80 as imminent. The Norwegian calendar is full of
second tier releases this week, but we look forward to scrutinising the details of Friday’s labour
market report. We would look to sell EUR/NOK at spikes towards 8.90. EUR/DKK fell back
down towards the perceived intervention target of 7.4330 yesterday. On Thursday, February’s
FX reserve data.
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Source: Bloomberg, Danske Bank Markets
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